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Course Syllabus 
 

SPRING/SUMMER 2018 
LIFE IN THE MESS: A THEOLOGY OF FORGIVENESS AND RECONCILIATION 

THEO 0672 
 

APRIL  30 – MAY 4, 2018 
MONDAY – FRIDAY, 9AM – 4PM 

 
INSTRUCTOR: DAVID GURETZKI, PHD 

Email: dguretzki@tyndale.ca 
 

To access your course material, please go to http://classes.tyndale.ca. Course emails will be 
sent to your @MyTyndale.ca e-mail account. For information how to access and forward 
emails to your personal account, see http://www.tyndale.ca/it/live-at-edu. 
 
 
I. COURSE DESCRIPTION 
 
This course will evaluate contemporary models of forgiveness and reconciliation from both a 
theological and counseling perspective. A Gospel-centered model of forgiveness and 
reconciliation will be presented out of which practices of forgiveness and reconciliation can 
be explored. Issues to be considered may include, but are not limited to: the semantics of 
forgiveness and reconciliation; systemic and corporate dynamics of forgiveness and 
reconciliation; the problem of unrepentance; forgiveness and memory; forgiveness and 
reconciliation in non-ecclesial/non-Christian contexts; and the role of the local church in 
fostering forgiveness and reconciliation. 
 
 
II. LEARNING OUTCOMES  
 
At the end of the course, students should be able to:  

 Develop a more thoroughly biblical understanding of the meaning and practices of 
forgiveness as theologically centred in the reconciling work of God in Jesus Christ;  

 Grapple with and critically assess current attitudes and models to forgiveness; 

mailto:dguretzki@tyndale.ca
http://classes.tyndale.ca/
http://www.tyndale.ca/it/live-at-edu
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 Become more self-aware (and self-critical) in how personal life narratives, gender, 
ethnicity, and ecclesiastical backgrounds shape attitudes and practices of forgiveness; 

 Recognize the theological implications (positive and negative) implicit in commonly 
used practices and procedures of dealing with conflict in relationships; 

 View the process of reconciliation in holistic terms such that individual and corporate 
issues are more closely linked; 

 Begin to work with a practical model of forgiveness and reconciliation when dealing 
with issues of forgiveness and reconciliation in interpersonal and corporate 
relationships; 

 Sharpen their ability to identify problems and to propose theologically consistent and 
practical solutions to pastoral situations where forgiveness and reconciliation is 
required. 

 
 

III. COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
 
A. REQUIRED READING: 
 

Allender, Dan B. and Tremper Longman III. Bold Love. Colorado Springs, CO: Navpress, 
1992. 

 
Volf, Miroslav. Exclusion and Embrace: A Theological Exploration of Identity, 

Otherness, and Reconciliation. Nashville, TN: Abingdon, 1996. 
 
Option A: For students in Academic oriented programs only (choose one): 
 

Boda, Mark J. “Return to Me”: A Biblical theology of Repentance. Apollos/InterVarsity 
Press, 2015. 
 

Gowan, Donald E. The Bible on Forgiveness. Pickwick Publications, 2010. 
 
Martin, Ralph P. Reconciliation: A Study of Paul’s Theology. Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock, 

1997. 
 

Option B: For students in Ministry or Professional programs only (choose one): 
 

Elmer, Duane. Cross-Cultural Conflict: Building relationships for Effective Ministry. 
Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 1993. [Cross-cultural communication and conflict] 

 
Gobodo-Madikizela, Pumla. A Human Being Died That Night: A South African Woman 

Confronts the Legacy of Apartheid. New York, NY: Mariner Books, 2004. 
[Forgiveness in political context] 
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McNeil, Brenda Salter. Roadmap to Reconciliation: Moving Communities into Unity, 
Wholeness and Justice. Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 2015. [Community 
reconciliation] 
 

Sande, Ken. The Peacemaker. 3d ed. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2004. [Interpersonal 
conflict] 

 
Shults, F. Leron, and Steven J. Sandage, The Faces of Forgiveness: Search for 

Wholeness and Salvation. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker, 2003. [Theology and 
Pyschology] 

 

 
B. SUPPLEMENTARY / RECOMMENDED READING:  

Brauns, Chris. Unpacking Forgiveness: Biblical Answers for Complex Questions and 
Deep Wounds. Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2008. 

 
Lederbach, John Paul. Reconcile. Harrisonburg, VA: Herald Press, 2014. 
 
McNeil, Brenda Salter. Roadmap to Reconciliation: Moving Communities into Unity, 

Wholeness and Justice. Downers Grove, IL: IVP, 2015. 
 

  
 
C. ASSIGNMENTS AND GRADING 

 
1. Pre-course: Personal Reflection Paper 

Before beginning any course reading or course work, write a three page personal 
reflection paper (i.e., no preliminary research is required) in which you answer the 
following questions: 
A) What is your understanding of the meaning of the word “forgiveness”?  
B) What is your understanding of the meaning of the word “reconciliation”? 
C) Is forgiveness and/or reconciliation an event or a process? Give reasoning for your 

view.  
 

It should be noted that this paper is not marked on whether or not the instructor 
agrees with your answers, but is a preliminary opportunity to take stock of where you 
are at before beginning the course. As long as the questions are answered, full marks 
can be gained for this paper.  
Due Date: April 30, 2018 (first day of class) 
Assignment Weight: 5% 
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2. Pre-Course: Book Response  
Read the texts by Volf and Allender/Longman in preparation for the course. You will 
be asked the first day of class to report on this pre-course reading. Although there are 
no marks awarded for reading, there is a 2% deduction for each 100 pages (or part 
thereof) of textbook reading not completed before the first day of class. 
 
Then choose ONE of the following three options on which to do a pre-course paper. 

 
A) Read Bold Love in its entirety. As you read, think of a situation you have faced or 
are facing in which forgiveness and reconciliation is needed. Being careful not to break 
confidentiality (i.e., do not use actual names or reveal situations that might reveal 
identities), write a 3-4 page (900-1200 words) reflection paper on how some of the 
strategies reflected in chapters 10-12 might relate to or help you in your situation. You 
should also indicate whether the person(s) in question fit into one of the broad 
categories listed in chapter 10-12: 1) The Evil Person; 2) The Fool; and 3) The Normal 
Sinner. If you plan to reflect on a past situation that is already resolved, you might 
want to focus on how your situation may have illustrated some principles from 
Allender and Longman’s book, or how things could have been worked out differently. 
This paper will be evaluated on how well you are able to bring the content of the book 
to bear on a concrete, real life situation. It is not intended to be a restatement of the 
content of the book, i.e., the content will be assumed. Feel free to reference the book 
using simple parenthetical annotations. E.g., (p. 35). 

 
B) Read Exclusion and Embrace in its entirety. Write a 3-4 page (900-1200 words) 
reflective paper in which you identify two or three of the most 
helpful/profound/important themes in Volf’s book. Provide a rationale for why these 
themes were so important to you and anticipate how they might inform your own 
personal or ministry context in the future. If you make specific references to real life 
situations, be sure to be careful not to break confidentiality (i.e., do not use actual 
names or reveal situations that might reveal identities). This paper will be evaluated 
on how well you are able to anticipate how the content of the book might be brought 
to bear on concrete, real life situations. It is not intended to be a restatement of the 
content of the book, i.e., the content will be assumed. Feel free to reference the book 
using simple parenthetical annotations. E.g., (p. 35). 

 
Due date: April 30, 2018 
Assignment Weight: 25% 
 

3. Constructive Book Review 
 

Write a four page (1000 word) “constructive book review” of the book chosen in 
Option A or Option B of the required reading above. Your constructive book review 
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should aim to engage the book from the perspective of your disciplinary major (e.g., 
theology, pastoral studies, counselling, leadership, intercultural studies, etc.) and 
while certainly having an eye open to areas of weakness in the book, will seek also to 
build upon the book’s strengths. In other words, a constructive book review must seek 
to assess the books from a critical, biblical perspective, but it must also seek to 
anticipate how the book’s contribution could be extended to a particular issue within 
the discipline. 

 
Example 1: If you are reading Sande’s text, you will need to provide your assessment 
of any biblical or theological weaknesses you see in Sande, but you will also go on to 
show how Sande’s approach might suitably complement other aspects of conflict 
management theory (e.g., conflict management, problem solving, etc.), or 
alternatively, how attention to these other aspects may help to strengthen Sande’s 
own approach.  

 
Example 2: If you are reading Martin’s text, you will need to provide your assessment 
of any biblical or theological weaknesses you see in Martin, but you may also want to 
go on to show how Martin’s theology may be complemented by certain Old 
Testament or New Testaments themes, or alternatively, how certain Old Testament 
themes may in fact be in tension with Martin’s perspective and needing some form of 
“reconciliation.”  

 
The overall goals of the constructive disciplinary book review, then, is to show 1) that 
you have read the text against the standard of the Bible, and 2) to show how your 
increasing expertise in your discipline can be integrated (or how it may stand in 
tension with) the content of the book. 
Due Date: June 1, 2018 
Assignment Weight: 25% 

   
4. Major Research Paper  

It is expected that the major research project for this course will provide an 
opportunity for you to apply what has been learned in the course and in your own 
research to a topic within your own academic discipline (major) or ministry.  Choose 
one of the following options upon which to do your major project. Papers should be 
no more than 12 pages in length (not including front and back matter), and should 
demonstrate thoroughness of research (i.e., reading and using both Scripture and 
other books, articles, resources), depth of insight, careful documentation, and 
adherence to Tyndale Seminary format guidelines.  
 
Please consult Appendix - Guretzki’s Top 20 Tips on Style (and Other Matters) in 
Academic Writing before submitting your final assignment.  

 
A. Theological exegesis – Choose a biblical text or set of texts pertaining to one of the 
sub-titles in the “cycle of reconciliation model” which will be presented in class. Do a 
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thorough theological exegesis on one or several of these texts and demonstrate how 
your findings might supplement, complement or even challenge the model as it is 
presented in class. Thorough theological exegesis will take care to consider not only 
the exegetical issues of the text (grammar, syntax, semantics, etc.) but also will be 
conversant with the ways in which various Christian traditions have read (or may have 
misread!) these same texts. Broad use of resources (including commentaries, 
monographs, journal articles, etc.) will be necessary for this project. 
 
B. Theologian of Reconciliation – Choose a historic or contemporary theologian on 
which to do a careful study, exposition and evaluation of her or his theology of 
reconciliation, or some closely associated topic. (E.g., forgiveness, confession, 
repentance, etc.) Attention to primary sources by the theologian is a necessity, along 
with judicious use of scholarly secondary sources.  

 
C. Pastoral counselling issue – Identify a particular situation in which you might 
realistically be called upon (or are now being called upon) to give counsel or to serve 
as a mediator working toward forgiveness and reconciliation. Beginning with the 
model presented in class, provide a thorough investigation into the theory, processes 
and procedures that ought to be followed to bring about resolution to the issue. You 
should be careful to define the parameters of the context (e.g., serving as a 
professional counsellor; serving as a pastor; helping as a friend, etc.) and then proceed 
to develop your strategy in accordance with the practices acceptable for that context. 
(E.g., How might serving in a “non-Christian” setting affect how you might bring to 
bear the principle of an explicitly “Christian” model of reconciliation?)  
Note well: In accordance with standard counselling practice and ethics, all identities of 
real individuals involved should be protected, i.e., do not use actual names or write 
the paper in such a way that the identity of the person could be surmised. Papers 
where the identity of persons is not sufficiently protected will not be accepted. 

 
D. Leadership Study – Do a case study in which you identify a Christian leader 
(whether well-known or not) who has had to face public exposure for moral failure 
(whether or not the leader was actually restored). Do an analysis of how the failure 
was dealt with, whether successfully or not. Using the model of forgiveness and 
reconciliation presented in class, identify where you perceive the process either 
succeeded or failed and make suggestions on how things could be improved in similar 
situations in the future. Be sure to acknowledge some of the particular problems of 
‘power differential’ in the leadership position. In other words, how did the power 
differential affect the leader’s ability to seek and to give forgiveness and reconciliation 
(or not)? 
Note well: In accordance with standard leadership case study practices and ethics, all 
identities of real individuals involved should be protected, i.e., do not use actual 
names or write the paper in such a way that the identity of the person could be 
surmised. Papers where the identity of persons is not sufficiently protected will not be 
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accepted. An exception to this “rule” can be where the story of the leader being 
studied has already been made public and received attention in media and print. 

 
E. Popular Media Content Analysis – Using a specific “popular” medium (e.g., 
newspapers, weekly news magazines, religious or non-religious magazines, such as 
Reader’s Digest, pop songs, evangelical hymnody, popular Christian books, internet 
sites, written or recorded sermons, etc.), do a “content analysis” of the theories and 
theology of forgiveness either implicitly or explicitly evident in that medium. Where 
possible, track historical “progression/development” in how the medium speaks about 
“forgiveness and reconciliation,” especially as it pertains to major historical events 
(e.g., before and after 9/11). Propose a theory that might help to explain the 
phenomena, including the theological implications that may arise from the 
consumption of these popular manifestations. It may be necessary to include a 
“packet” of documentation (photocopies, disk with web sites, etc.) to include with the 
written analysis. 

 
F. The Church and Socio-political Case Study – Choose a particular socio-political 
context upon which to engage in a case study whereby a current or historical problem 
is analyzed with the goal of proposing a process and anticipated solution. E.g., The 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission in South Africa; the Truth and Reconciliation 
Commission in regard to First Nations; Francophone/Anglophone relations in Canada; 
Israel/Palestine; clergy misconduct in a particular denomination; the problem of 
Christian-Jewish or Christian-Muslim relations, etc. The study should be engaged, 
where possible, on the basis of official documents related to a specific aspect of the 
problem and have as a goal making suggestions for possible means of dealing with 
corporate issues of reconciliation, particularly in contexts where Christianity is not 
always (or rarely) the dominant voice. Practical attention should be paid to how the 
local church (or denominations) may best be involved and at what levels to fostering 
reconciliation in the situation studied.  
Due date: June 22, 2018 
Assignment Weight: 40%  
 

5. Personal Post-course Reflection Paper 
Review your pre-course personal reflection paper, the course lectures, the course 
reading and assignments, and then write a three page personal reflection paper in 
which you answer the following questions: 
A) Have you made any significant shifts of thinking on the topics of forgiveness and 

reconciliation since doing this course? If so, in what area(s)? 
B) What is one thing the Lord has been teaching you personally and/or in the context 

of your ministry in this course? 
C) What is one area you wish to do more work or thinking on? Why this area? 

 
It should be noted that this paper is not marked on whether or not the instructor 
agrees with your answers, but is meant to be an opportunity to see progress in your 
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thinking and attitudes in the course. As long as the questions are answered, full marks 
can be gained for this paper. 
Due Date: June 22, 2018 
Assignment Weight: 5% 
 

 
D. GENERAL GUIDELINES FOR THE SUBMISSION OF WRITTEN WORK 
 
Your work should demonstrate the following characteristics: 
 

 The instructor holds that the completion of course requirements is a both an academic 
and spiritual exercise, so please ensure not only that you study well, but pray well and 
mediate on God’s Word well. 

 All major research projects must demonstrate engagement with both the Bible and 
with extra-biblical scholarly resources, including books, journals, etc.  All uses of 
secondary sources must be properly documented and give credit where credit is due. 

 Where necessary, especially when referencing personal information in case studies, 
examples, etc., please be sure to maintain confidentiality (i.e., change names and 
details sufficiently to protect identity). 

 Part of the mark for assignments includes matters of grammar, spelling, and format so 
please be sure to edit your papers well. It is acceptable to have someone edit your 
papers for these matters once you have completed a draft. However, the ideas and 
sources must be your own work. I also encourage having a peer in the class read your 
final papers for feedback. 

 I enourage students to consult the Appendix below for common stylistic issues. 
 
For proper citation style, consult the Chicago-Style Quick Guide (Tyndale e-resource) or the 
full edition of the Chicago Manual of Style Online, especially ch. 14. For citing scripture texts, 
refer to sections 10.46 to 10.51 and 14.253 to 14.254. 
 
Academic Integrity 
Integrity in academic work is required of all our students. Academic dishonesty is any breach 
of this integrity, and includes such practices as cheating (the use of unauthorized material on 
tests and examinations), submitting the same work for different classes without permission of 
the instructors; using false information (including false references to secondary sources) in an 
assignment; improper or unacknowledged collaboration with other students, and plagiarism. 
Tyndale University College & Seminary takes seriously its responsibility to uphold academic 
integrity, and to penalize academic dishonesty.  
 
Students should consult the current Academic Calendar for academic polices on Academic 
Honesty, Gender Inclusive Language in Written Assignments, Late Papers and Extensions, 
Return of Assignments, and Grading System. The Academic Calendar is posted at 
http://tyndale.ca/registrar/calendar.  
 

http://ezproxy.mytyndale.ca:2048/login?url=http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org.ezproxy.mytyndale.ca:2048/tools_citationguide.html
http://ezproxy.mytyndale.ca:2048/login?url=http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org.ezproxy.mytyndale.ca:2048/16/contents.html
http://ezproxy.mytyndale.ca:2048/login?url=http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org.ezproxy.mytyndale.ca:2048/16/ch14/ch14_toc.html
http://ezproxy.mytyndale.ca:2048/login?url=http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org.ezproxy.mytyndale.ca:2048/16/ch10/ch10_sec046.html
http://ezproxy.mytyndale.ca:2048/login?url=http://www.chicagomanualofstyle.org.ezproxy.mytyndale.ca:2048/16/ch14/ch14_sec253.html
http://tyndale.ca/registrar/calendar
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E. SUMMARY OF ASSIGNMENTS AND GRADING 
 
Evaluation is based upon the completion of the following assignments  
 

Pre-course Personal Reflection Paper 5% 

Pre-Course Book Response 25 % 

Constructive Book Review 25 % 

Major Research Project 40 % 

Post course reflection 5% 

Total Grade 100 % 

 
 
F. COURSE EVALUATION 
 
Tyndale Seminary values quality in the courses it offers its students. End-of-course 
evaluations provide valuable student feedback and are one of the ways that Tyndale 
Seminary works towards maintaining and improving the quality of courses and the student’s 
learning experience. Student involvement in this process is critical to enhance the general 
quality of teaching and learning. 
 
Before the end of the course, students will receive a MyTyndale email with a link to the online 
course evaluation. The evaluation period is 2 weeks; after the evaluation period has ended, it 
cannot be reopened. 
 
Course Evaluation results will not be disclosed to the instructor before final grades in the 
course have been submitted and processed. Student names will be kept confidential and the 
instructor will only see the aggregated results of the class. 
 
 
IV. COURSE SCHEDULE, CONTENT AND REQUIRED READINGS 
Note: The following is meant to be a conceptual outline of topics to be covered, and may not 
be dealt with in the order listed.  
 
I. Assessing Contemporary Models of Forgiveness: Making a Mess 

 “Forgiveness as Unconditional love” 

 “Forgiveness as Self-Healing” 

 “Forgiveness as Conflict Avoidance” 

 “Forgiveness as Moral Obligation” 

 “Forgiveness as Moral Triumph” 
 
II. Re-Reading Key Biblical texts 
 
III. A Biblical Theology of Forgiveness and Reconciliation: Living in the Mess 
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 The God and Gospel of Reconciliation (Leviticus 26; 2 Corinthians 5) 

 Peace, Harmony, and Fellowship (Shalom) (1 Corinthians 1:9) 

 Love and Forbearance (Galatians 6:1-2) 

 Sin/Enmity (Genesis 3; Romans 5) 

 Confrontation (Matthew 18) 
o Excommunication (1 Corinthians 5) 

 Confession (Psalm 32; 1 John 1) 

 Repentance (Jeremiah 15; Luke 17) 

 Forgiveness (Matthew 6:14-15; Matthew 18:21ff) 

 Discipline (Matthew 18; 1 Corinthians 5) 

 Restoration (Luke 15; Galatians 6) 

 Return to Fellowship (1 John 1) 
 

IV. Short-circuiting Reconciliation: Making Life Messier Than It Already Is 
 
V. Pastoral Problems in Reconciliation: Getting Our Hands Messy 
Note: These are only meant as starting points. We will seek to identify and sharpen the issues 
as a class and work together toward proposing initial solutions to these problems as part of 
the seminar. 

 What if I can’t forgive? 

 What if one of the parties dies? 

 What if it is someone in authority over me? 

 What if it is an issue of sexual or physical abuse/violence? 

 What if it is a corporate or systemic wrong? 

 Can organizations/institutions/governments “repent” and/or “forgive”? 

 Is repayment necessary? To what extent? 

 When should forgiveness and reconciliation go public? 

 Can I/we ever forget the wrong/survive the pain? 

 
 

V. SELECTED BIBLIOGRAPHY 
 
Biblical Teaching on Forgiveness and Reconciliation 
 
Allender, Dan B. and Tremper Longman III. Bold Love. Colorado Springs, CO: Navpress, 1992.  
 
Augsburger, David W. Caring Enough to Forgive; Caring Enough to Not Forgive. Ventura, CA: 

Regal Books, 1981.  
 
Binau, Brad A. ““Holding On” and “Letting Go”: The Dynamics of Forgiveness.” Word & World 

27, no. 1 (Winter 2007): 23-31. 
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Brauns, Chris. Unpacking Forgiveness: Biblical Answers for Complex Questions and Deep 
Wounds. Wheaton, IL: Crossway, 2008. 

 
Brunner, Peter. “The Forgiveness of God and the Judgment of God.” Word & World 21 (2001): 

279–88 
 
Cline, Darrel. “The Myth that Forgiveness is a Solution to Bitterness”, 2002. Online article: 

http://biblical-thinking.org/cgi-bin/article.pl?306 
 
Gowan, Donald E. The Bible on Forgiveness. Eugene, OR: Pickwick Publications, 2010. 
 
Guretzki, David. “Should we forgive those who show no repentance?” in Faith Today. 

Sept/October 2007, 36. 
 
________. “What’s So Christian about reconciliation?” in Faith Today. May/June 2009, 36. 

(Can be accessed online here: http://www.faithtoday-
digital.ca/faithtoday/20090506?pg=36#pg36) 

 
Lederbach, John Paul. Reconcile. Harrisonberg/Kitchener: Herald Press, 2014. 
  
Martin, Ralph P. Reconciliation. Eugene, OR: Wipf & Stock Publishers, 1997. 
 
________.“Reconciliation and Forgiveness in the Letter to the Colossians.” In Reconciliation 

and Hope: New Testament Essays on Atonement and Eschatology presented to L. L. 
Morris on his 60th Birthday, edited by Robert Banks, 104–24. Grand Rapids, MI: 
Eerdmans, 1974. 

 
Martin, Troy. “The Christian’s Obligation Not to Forgive.” The Expository Times 108, no. 12 

(September 1997): 360-2. 
 
Mbabazi, Isaac K. The Significance of Interpersonal Forgiveness in the Gospel of Matthew. 

Eugene, OR: Pickwick Publications, 2013. 
 
Moule, C. F. D. “‘. . . As we forgive . . .’: A Note on the Distinction between Deserts and 

Capacity in the Understanding of Forgiveness.” In Essays in New Testament 
Interpretation, 278–86. Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1982. 

 
Murray, Andrew. Confession and Forgiveness. Grand Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 1978. 
 
Sakenfeld, Katharine D. “The Problem of Divine Forgiveness in Numbers 14.” Catholic Biblical 

Quarterly 37 (1975): 317–30. 
 
Taylor, Vincent. Forgiveness and Reconciliation:  A Study in New Testament Theology. London, 

UK: Macmillan, 1941. 

http://biblical-thinking.org/cgi-bin/article.pl?306
http://www.faithtoday-digital.ca/faithtoday/20090506?pg=36#pg36
http://www.faithtoday-digital.ca/faithtoday/20090506?pg=36#pg36
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Watson, Thomas. The Doctrine of Repentance. Edinburgh: Banner of Truth Trust Publishing, 

1988. 
 
Wells, Samuel. “The Logic of Forgivness: A Friend Like Peter.” Christian Century, 6 February 

2007, 24-30. 
 
Yates, Roy. “Colossians 2,14: Metaphor of Forgiveness.” Biblica 71 (1990):248–59. 
 
Theological and Philosophical Explorations on Forgiveness and Reconciliation 
 
Boersma, Hans. “Being Reconciled: Atonement As the Ecclesio-Christological Practice of 

Forgiveness in John Milbank.” In Radical Orthodoxy and the Reformed Tradition, 
edited by James K. A. Smith and James H. Olthuis, 183-202. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker 
Academic, 2005. 

 
Bråkenhielm, Carl Reinhold. Forgiveness. Translated by Thor Hall. Minneapolis, MN: Fortress, 

1993. 
 
Browning, Robert L. and Roy A. Reed. Forgiveness, Reconciliation and Moral Courage: Motives 

and Designs for Ministry in a Troubled World. Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2004. 
 
Cox, Harvey. “Best of Intentions: The Ethics of Forgiveness.” Christian Century, 20 November 

2004, 32-8. 
 
Gassin, Elizabeth A. “Are Christians Obliged Not to Forgive? A Response to Martin (1997).” 

Journal of Psychology and Theology 28, no. 1 (Spring 2000): 36-42. 
 
Griswold, Charles. Forgiveness: A Philosophical Exploration. Cambridge University Press, 2007. 
 
Harakas, Stanley S. “Forgiveness & Reconciliation: An Orthodox Perspective.” In Forgiveness 

and Reconciliation: Religion, Public Policy, & Conflict Resolution, edited by Raymond G. 
Helmick and Rodney L. Petersen, 51-78. Philadelphia & London: Templeton 
Foundation Press, 2001. 

 
Harris, R. Laird. “Forgiveness.” In Baker’s Dictionary of Christian Ethics, edited by Carl F. H. 

Henry, 250-1. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Book House, 1973. 
 
Hunsinger, George. “Baptism and the Soteriology of Forgiveness.” International Journal of 

Systematic Theology 2, no. 3 (November 2000): 247-69. 
 
Jones, L. Gregory. “The Craft of Forgiveness.” Theology Today 50, no. 3 (October 1993): 345-

57. 
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________. Embodying Forgiveness: A Theological Analysis. Grand Rapids, MI: William B. 
Eerdmans Publishing, 1995. 

 
Mackintosh, H. R. The Christian Experience of Forgiveness. Rev. ed. Library of Constructive 

Theology. London: Nisbet, 1934. 
 
McKenna, Andrew J. “Derrida, Death, and Forgiveness.” First things 71 (March 1997): 34-37. 
 
Müller-Fahrenholz, Geiko. The Art of Forgiveness: Theological Reflections on Healing and 

Reconciliation. Geneva: WCC Publications, 1997. 
 
Murphy, Jeffrie G. Getting Even: Forgiveness and Its Limits. Oxford University Press, USA, 

2004. 
 
Shults, F. LeRon, and Steven J. Sandage. Faces of Forgiveness, The: Searching for Wholeness 

and Salvation. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic, 2003. 
 
Volf, Miroslav. Exclusion & Embrace: A Theological Exploration of Identity, Otherness, and 

Reconciliation. Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1996. 
 
________. Free of Charge: Giving and Forgiving in a Culture Stripped of Grace. Grand Rapids, 

MI: Zondervan, 2006. 
 
________. “Forgiveness, Reconciliation, & Justice: A Christian Contribution to a More Peaceful 

Social Environment.” In Forgiveness and Reconciliation: Religion, Public Policy, & 
Conflict Resolution, edited by Raymond G. Helmick and Rodney L. Petersen, 27-49. 
Philadelphia & London: Templeton Foundation Press, 2001. 

 
Wiesenthal,  Simon. The Sunflower: On the Possibilities and Limits of Forgiveness. Rev. Ed. 

New York, NY: Schocken Books, 1997. 
 
Wyschogrod, Edith. “Repentance and Forgiveness: The Undoing of Time.” International 

Journal for Philosophy of Religion 60, no. 1-3 (December 2006): 157-68. 
 
Forgiveness in Psychology and Counselling 
 
Ashby, Homer U. “Being Forgiven: Toward a Thicker Description of Forgiveness.” The Journal 

of Pastoral Care & Counselling 57, no. 2 (Summer 2003): 143-52. 
 
Ecker, Patti. “Forgiveness: A Part of the Journey to Healing.” Ministry, September 2009, 25-7. 
 
Enright, Robert D., Joanna North, and Archbishop Desmond Tutu. Exploring Forgiveness. 

Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin Press, 1998. 
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Gobodo-Madikizela, Pumla. A Human Being Died that Night: A South African Story of 
Forgiveness. Boston, MA: Houghton Mifflin, 2003. 
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Appendix - Guretzki’s Top 20 Tips on Style (and Other Matters) in Academic Writing 
 
Based on over two decades of teaching and literally reading thousands of papers, I have tried 
to identify the most common stylistic traps and errors into which students fall while writing 
academic papers. For those who struggle with issues of style, I recommend an annual reading 
of Strunk and White’s The Elements of Style. However, here is my “top 20” list of things to 
check before handing in a paper to me! If I find any of these errors in your papers, know that 
you have been duly warned! 
 
1. Quotation marks and Punctuation 

When in doubt, punctuate inside quotations marks.  
SO: “In the beginning was the Word.” NOT “In the beginning was the Word”.  
Exceptions: Semi-colons and colons usually fall outside quotations marks.  
SO: He argued “the Word became flesh”; nevertheless, he doubted. 
However, when using parenthetical documentation, the period comes after the reference. 
So: “When in doubt, document” (Timmerman and Hettinga 1987, 62). 
-ALSO: Do not mix use of single and double quotation marks. Standard Canadian/ 
American usage is only to use single marks when identifying embedded quotations. 
SO: The Rabbi said, “Your fathers say, ‘Do not handle.’ But this is of the world.” 
OR: It is important to distinguish between the words “quote” and “quotation.”  
NOT: It is important to distinguish between the words ‘quote’ and ‘quotation’. (This is a 
common British style, but not usually used in North American publications.) 
 

2. The placement of footnote/endnote numbers 
Footnote numbers, when placed at the end of a sentence, are always last.  
So: Smith says, “The end is near.”1 not Smith says, “The end is near1.” nor Smith says, “The 
end is near.1”  
 

3. Block quotations  
Block quotations, by virtue of the fact that they are already set off by indentation, do not 
need quotation marks, unless a quotation is embedded within a quotation. Footnote 
markers should always be at the end. 
 

4. Word Usage 
The words I have identified as being most often misused: 

 Then & Than 
Then as in  “then & now”;  than as in “greater/lesser than.” “Then” has to do with 
time; than has to do with relation. SO: “Then he went home rather than enduring 
the party.”  

 Compliment & Complement 
Compliment is something given free – a kind comment, a free book 
(“complimentary”); Complement is something that “completes” (“Their writing 
and editing skills are complementary.”) 
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 It’s and Its 
It’s = a contraction of “it is”; its = a possessive; SO: It’s wise to leave a dog alone 
with its bone. 

 Principle & Principal 
The principal is your ‘pal’ (also, principal is all the money owed on a loan); Principle 
is a rule. (“our strategic principles”) 

 Their, There & They’re 
Their = possessive “their rules”; there = place (“over there”); they’re (= they are) 

 Regardless, Irregardless, and “In regard to/ In regards to 
Regardless is a word; irregardless is not! Also: Use “In regard to” not “in regards 
to”!  

 
5. Split infinitives (i.e., “to” phrases – “to run,” “to walk”) 

There is difference of opinion on the acceptability of split infinitives and they are common 
even in published work. However, I still prefer to avoid them.  
SO: “to go boldly where no man has gone before” not “to boldly go where no man has 
gone before” 
Hint: Once your paper is written, do a quick search on the word “to” and ensure that 
there are no “ly” (i.e., adverbs) words immediately following. 
Note: Elements of Style advises against splitting infinitives, but allows for them if “the 
writer wishes to place unusual stress on the adverb.” In other words, split your infinitives 
sparingly! 
 

6. I.e.,  E.g.,  and Ibid. Usage and Punctuation 
I.e., = “in other words” and is used to clarify what was previously said.  
SO: “The moon is invisible, i.e., it is nowhere to be seen.” Punctuation is as noted in bold 
(with periods followed by a comma.)  
E.g., = “for example” and should be used only when illustrating a point. SO: “Some 
theologians (e.g., Karl Barth) insist upon the centrality of christology.” Punctuation is as 
noted in bold. 
Ibid., = abbreviation for Ibidem meaning “in the same place.” As abbreviation, is always 
capitalized and followed by a period if citing from the same source and same page.  
Example: 7 Ibid.  If citing from same source, but different page: 7 Ibid., 39. 
 

7. Ellipses (. . .) 
Ellipses are used to leave out material in quotations. They are almost NEVER needed at 
the beginning or the end of quotation, unless confusion would result without. SO: “The 
Word of God must be preached . . . lest we fall into confused silence.”  
Spacing: Ellipses always have one space before and after each period. So as above, not: 
“The Word of God must be preached…lest we fall into confused silence.” 
 

8. Italics 
Italics are usually reserved for book (or major work) titles (John Calvin, Institutes of the 
Christian Religion), for words in a foreign language (“Hegel’s concept of Aufhebung”); or 
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for emphasis (“It is neither necessary nor desirable to think in these terms”), though use 
italics for emphasis sparingly. 
 

9. Inclusive language pronouns 
Rules for gender inclusive language are not set in stone, but one of the most commonly 
used rules pertains to pronouns which should be listed in alphabetical order. 
SO: “He or she”, and “her or him.”  
However, overuse of such devices as above can become cumbersome. To avoid this, try to 
convert sentences into plurals. Thus rather than “A person must identify her/his place in 
the Church,” try, “Persons must identify their place in the Church.” 
 

10. Bible/biblical; Christ/christological; Church/church 
The rule is simple. Bible and Christ are proper nouns, and therefore capitalized. However, 
biblical and christological are adjectives and thus have no need for capitalization. 

 
Capitalize “Church” when referring to the universal body of believers, or when the word is 
included in an official name of a local congregation or denomination. Lowercase “church” 
when speaking in general terms. “We are going to church this morning at Caronport 
Community Church.” Or “Paul’s use of the phrase ‘in Christ’ refers to all those who are 
part of the historic Church, the body of Christ.” 
 

11. Pronouns for divinity 
Following the lead of the King James Version and New American Standard Bible, many 
writers still prefer to capitalize pronouns referring to God. However, this is unnecessary in 
most cases and you are not being disrespectful when using lower case pronouns to refer 
to God. (Remember: In the Hebrew and Greek, the use of capitalization as we have it in 
English did not exist.) 
 

12. Paragraph and Footnote spacing and indentation 
Paragraphs: There is no need for additional spaces between paragraphs. The only place a 
double space is required is before major headings. Always indent the first line of each 
paragraph five spaces or ½ inch. 
Footnotes: Footnote entries are single spaced, but there should be a space between each 
entry in a footnote or endnote entry. Footnotes are indented ½ inch; footnote numbers 
are always superscripted. 

 
13. A.D. and B.C.; C.E. and B.C.E. 

A.D. = anno Domini, “[in] the year of our Lord.” The abbreviation is always used BEFORE 
the year. Thus: “Jerusalem fell in A.D. 70.” 
B.C. = before Christ. The abbreviation is always used AFTER the year. Thus: Jesus was 
actually born around 4 B.C. 
Use of C.E. (“common era”) and B.C.E. (“before common era”) are increasingly common in 
scholarly literature. My preference is to avoid their usage, especially in theology, because 
I view them as an attempt to speak of history outside the perspective of Christian faith. 
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We can’t stop others from using these new abbreviations, but as Christians we have every 
right to continuing to use the old standards. Even the Columbia Guide to Standard 
American English recommends: “Best advice: don’t use B.C.E., C.E., or A.C.E. to replace 
B.C. and A.D. without translating the new terms for the very large number of readers who 
will not understand them.”  

 
14. Numbers  

Dates: Always use numerics: 1975;  A.D. 70;  4 B.C., etc. 
Numbers: Spell out the words of numbers up to 100. Thus: four Gospels (not 4 Gospels); 
seventy years (not 70 years).  
For large numbers: The population is three million (not “The population is 3,000,000”)  
 

15. Clichés and Slang Language 
Clichés and slang, while appropriate in everyday speech, are usually not helpful in 
academic writing and should be avoided like the plague! (Joke intended!) Clichés can 
come across as condescending or even add confusion to the argument. On rare occasions, 
a cliché or slang may be used in an especially pertinent point, but as a general rule, these 
instances should be rare and certainly not more than once in a paper. 
Also, guard against using “filler-words” such as “sort of,” “kind of,” “it seems that,” or 
even, “obviously.” (If your point is so obvious, there is no reason to point out how obvious 
it is; saying “obviously” calls into question the intelligence of readers if they happen to 
disagree with you!) 
 

16. First (I, we), Second (you), and Third person (he/she/they) Language. 
First Person: Some insist that academic writing should avoid first person language. There 
is nothing morally wrong about using first person language; your paper states your 
opinion, after all. However, third person language is generally used to help the writer 
focus on the argument and the evidence adduced to support the argument. Second 
Person: My general rule: Second person language (“you”) should almost never be used 
(except when quoting someone directly) when writing formally. (I count this little 
document informal, so I’m allowed!) Second person language always has the danger of 
sounding “preachy” or “condescending” to the reader. 
 

17. Consistent Verb Tense 
It not overly important which tense you choose in which to write (present, past, etc.), but 
you should seek to maintain the verb tense throughout the paper. In other words, do not 
start in present tense and then later shift to past. This happens easily, especially when 
writing a paper over a period of many days. The best way to correct this is to read the 
paper through at the editing stage paying attention solely to verb tense. 
 

18. Consistent Pronoun Use 
Many writers carelessly shift from third to second person pronouns, or from single to 
plural (or vice versa).  
WRONG: “It does not matter which topic one chooses, but you should stick to it.” 
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CORRECT: “It does not matter which topic one chooses, but one should stick to it.” 
CORRECT: “It does not matter which topic they choose, but they should stick to it.” 
 
WRONG: “The person (sing.) who preaches must be careful how they (pl.) prepare.” 
CORRECT: “The person who preaches must be careful how she [he/one] prepares.” 
 
WRONG: “If anyone (sing.) seeks to relate to God on their (pl.) own, they will fail.” 
CORRECT: “If persons seek to relate to God on their own, they will fail.” 
CORRECT: “If anyone seeks to relate to God on her or his own, he or she will fail.” 

 
19. Proofing and Editing Tips 

 Set aside completed papers for a day before proofing and editing because it helps 
to give ourselves distance from our writing. 

 Rely on spell checkers and grammar checkers, but not too heavily! These tools are 
aids, but are not replacements for better knowledge of the language. 

 Use the “Find” feature in a word processor. For example, I have a tendency when 
writing to start sentences with the word “But.” After I write, I will often search for 
all the occurrences of “But” (using the case-sensitive feature). It amazes me how 
often it comes up! Using this feature, however, has also taught me to use the word 
“But” less often to start a sentence. (By the way, I don’t believe it is wrong to begin 
sentences with words like “but” or even “and” as your grammar teacher taught, 
but these should still be rare occurrences and only when emphasis is desired. 

 If you have problems with sentence structure, read your paper out-loud. Though 
spoken and written English are not the same, reading your sentences out loud help 
us to “hear” when something is correct or not. 
 

20. Improving your Writing 
If you are really struggling with English, there are three things you should do (other than 
battling through a dry grammar book): 1) Read more (reading good English helps us to 
absorb grammar through mental “osmosis”; 2) Write more (Don’t wait until your paper is 
due to learn to write; make writing in journals, notes, even email, a more regular part of 
life); 3) Have a good writer read your papers and point out things you need to correct. 
(Someone else will almost always be able to spot our own writing blind-spots.)  

 
 


